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Financial News Round Up

09/10/2020 - Canadian Unemployment Rate
12/10/2020 - US Bank Holiday
13/10/2020 - US CPI
14/10/2020 - BOE Monetary Policy Report Hearings

Market Moves

Markets Outlook

Friday, 9th of October

Key Events to Watch

Equities: DAX and EuroStoxx are marginally higher on Friday morning, looking
to finish the week in the green. Markets continue to weigh up the risks of
Europe's growing second wave vs the US stimulus package which looks more
likely to come after Trump's comments yesterday. VIX at $26.15.
Currencies:  It has been a very quiet week for FX markets, Dollar traders
continue to await further clarity on a number of important issues such as more
election polling data and how close we are to a US fiscal pandemic package. GBP
remains broadly flat following the UK GDP release this morning.
Safe-havens: Little movement in bond markets this morning after a quiet
Thursday. Gold is over a percent higher, pushing to $1,920 today as it
approaches important technical points from over the past quarter, just 0.60%
higher on the week.
Looking ahead: This afternoon we see Canadian Unemployment Change and
monthly Unemployment Rates. Next week could be relatively busy for the
markets, one of the highlights of the week could come from the EU Council
meetings on Thursday and Friday in which we expect to hear commentary on
Brexit talks. Markets will be closed in the US on Monday for a bank holiday.

Risk assets advanced in the States last night, with the benchmark
S&P 500 pushing on to its highest prices in over a month and each
of its 11 major sectors finishing in the green. This sentiment came
partly as investors continued to mull chances of a fiscal stimulus
package amid signals from officials in the States as to what size of a
proposal they may support. President Trump also announced
yesterday that talks have resumed between the country's two main
political parties on the proposed package, however the same
sticking points do remain. House speaker Nancy Pelosi and
Treasury Secretary Steve Mnuchin discussed the package on
another phone call on Thursday, with Mnuchin reportedly making
clear the President's interest in reaching an agreement on a
comprehensive package for the US.
 

Latest from the US

UK GDP

Brexit Update

This morning before market open in London we saw the release of
the UK's GDP results for the month of August. The United
Kingdom's economy expanded by 2.1% on a month-on-month
basis, far lower than the market's expectations for 4.6%. While it
was a disappointment compared to analysts' forecasts, today's
result represented the fourth consecutive month of growth for the
region. 
We must remember that the UK shrank by more than any other
'Group of Seven' nation in the April-June lockdown and recovery
period, and remained 9.2% lower than its pre-Covid levels of
growth, according to the Office for National Statistics (ONS). 
Markets are not overly phased by the data release, we must also
remember that this was a lagging indicator of the UK's economy
and shows data from over a month ago, FTSE +0.70%, GBP/USD
+0.10%, EUR/GBP +0.30% on Friday.

Officials from the EU and UK will partake in technical talks today in
Brussels, with a heavy weighting on the Northern Ireland Protocol.
This protocol ensures no hard border on the island of Ireland, but
would move customs and regulatory checks to the Irish Sea
instead. The EU are expected to raise the issue of having their own
presence in Belfast, in order to oversee the implementation of
checks and controls on goods arriving from Britain, while the UK will
likely raise its own concerns about these EU regulatory checks.
London had previously refused to permit a technical office to the
EU in Belfast in an exchange of letters between the two.


